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Abstract . In this work a new polynomial-time solvable class of satisfiability PURL
( PropUnit RemoveLiterals) is presented, based on natural extensions of the known con-

cepts of the l-neighbourhood of a clause and removable literal. The algorithm Remove-

Literals is also shown which determines if a formula in PURL is satisfiable. The PURL
class is a proper superset of all previously known polynomial-time solvable classes. The
study of this class is motivated by the resolution of geometric problems.

Records. SAT, Satisfiability, CNF-Jormnla, PropUntt, PURL.

The Satisfiability problem (SAT) is the determination of whether there exists
a satisfying truth assignment for a given Boolean expression, usually in Conjunc-
tive Normal Form (CNF). This problem is NP-complete; thus, there is no known
polynomial-time algorithm for its solution. Due of the importance of SAT in
logic, artificial intelligence, and operations research, considerable effort has been
made to determine how to cope with this disappointing rea.lity. Two approaches
are: (1) the determination of whether algorithms for SAT exist which usually
present a result in polynomial time; (2) the identification of special classes of
SAT that can be solved in polynomial time. This paper is concerned with the
second approach.

Several polynomial-time solvable classes of CNF formulas have been proposed.
The Horn class [1, 2] and the 2-SAT class [3] has been known for a long time
to be solved in linear time. Both these classes show up frequently in real-world
problems.

Some generalizations of the Horn class have been studied, e.g., renamable
Horn [4, 5] , extended Horn [6, 7] and q-Horn [8, 9, 10]. Should also be consid-
ered the following classes: CC-balanced [11, 12] , SLUR (Single Lookahead Unit
Resolution) solvable [13, 14], matched formulas [14] , and LinAut [14, 15, 16, 17].
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In accordance with [14] , these are referred to as the well-known polynomial-
time solvable classes. There is a strong relation between these classes. For exam-
pie, the class SLUR was developed as a generalization of other classes including
Horn, renamable Horn, extended Horn, and CC-balanced formulas. The relations
are briefly explained in Table 1. Maaren [16] has shown that SLUR and LinAut
are incomparable extensions of Horn formulas.

Horn renamable Horn
extended Horn cc-balanced c SLUR

2-SAT
q-Horn

Horn
matched formulas c LinAut

Table 1: ٢١١ell-known polynomial-time solvable classes and relations of inclusion.

In Section 1 we introduce a new polynomial class of satisfiability, which we call
PURL ( PropUnit RemoveLiterals). The study of this class is motivated by the
resolution of some geometric problems, e.g, the plane Single Bend Wiring problem
(SBW) can be solved in polynomial time by reducing to 2-SAT [18]. Although
the SBW problem in generalized surfaces is NP-complete [19, 20], SBW on the
cylinder surface can be encoded in formulas which are in the PURL class, as we
will shown in a further paper.

Section 2 is devoted to showing that PURL is a propel- superclass of all tlie
well-known polynomial-time solvable classes.

THE PURL CLASS OF SATISFIABILITY]

The terminology used in this paper follows that given by Franco and Gelder [14]
and Goldberg [21]. Given a CNF formula JT and a clause G ع T , Goldberg defined
the l-neighbourhood of a, clause c, Ti (G) as the set of all assignments satisfyin
only one literal of c. If إ is a literal in G, then we call the l-neighbourhood of a
clause c relative to literal l as the set of truth assignments for which l has value
1 and for wich all other literals have value 0 and this set is denoted as Ti (،, G).
Obviously, T\( l ) C ) is a subset of Ti (G) and therefore these sets are equal only if
G is a unit clause.

٥

Theorem 1. [21] If F is a satisfiable propositional formula then there is a clause
c and a truth assignment T e T c١؛ for uhich HT ١١:\.

Given a CNF formula T and a clause G of I ) a literal اً in G is said to be
removable if every truth assignment r ج Ti (¿ , G) sets the formula to false, i.e..
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T {T ) = 0. Removing this literal of clause c, we obtain a new CNF formula
(f \{C}) u ({C\{/}}). It is easy to prove that both formulas are equivalent:

Tkovem ،2،. Let F he a CNF formula , c a elapse F؛0 , and 1 a removable
literal of c. Thns, (vF\C ١١ \ j (Ac\\vyy١ Is satls^ahle if and only if F is satisflahle.

By repeating this process a new formula T' is obtained which is equivalent to
T without removable literals. Hence, T is satisfiable if and only if

For an instance T of SAT, determining if all literals in a clause are removable
is equivalent to determining the non-satisfiability of F. However, since SAT is
NP-complete, the detection of the removable literals is also NP-complete.

Given a clause c of a CNF formula;, c = [،, ،!, ٠٠٠ , ،،] , we denote{ اً,ااً,•••,اً ،}
by To (¿, (7). The partial truth assignment To ( l ) C ) is a subset of every truth as-
signment T of T\{ l ,C ). In this sense, To(،, C) is the minimal truth assignment of
the l-neighbourhood of c relative to اً . Furthermore, To (¿, C) ت: n٢£Ti ( / c) ٣•

"Déùtkv 1 . A literal 1 in a clause c of a propositional formula F is p-
xemoiLYa if the algorithm PropUnit؛F \JUVTO( 1A C١١١Y١ returns a propositional
Jormula uith a null clause.

The operator U { TQ { 1,C ) ) returns a formula with a set of unit clauses, where
each clause contains a literal of partial assignment To (،, C). It is defined by its
compatibility with the inputs of algorithm PropUnit.

A version of the algorithm PropUnit and a strategy to run it in linear time
in the number of clauses and literals can be found in Dalai and Etherington [22].

All p-removable literals are removable, however the inverse is not true. Thus,
if اً is a p-removable literal of C ) T and (FT\{C})٧{C\{¿}} are equivalent formulas
by Theorem 2.

The algorithm RemoveLiterals, shown below, removes the p-removable literals
by searching for these literals in each clause. It returns a propositional formula
;/ , equivalent to T but whitout p-removable literals in any of its clauses. Since
the detection of a p-removable literal is made in linear time (due to the algorithm
PropUnit ) , therefore the algorithm RemoveLiterals runs in polynomial time.

Algorithm RemoveLiterals (p-removable )
Require: T ) CNF-formula
Ensure: T ) T ) formula without p-removable literals and a truth assignment

repeat
remlitfree = true
for all c ج۶ do

for all اًج c do
١

ي T١'.= P٩٣UWt(F٧U(T ٥؟ l ,C١١

;
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if اج then
c c\ [Z] , remlitfree=false

end if
if c = then
;= { }

end if
end for

end for
until;= { } OR T = { } OR remilitfree=true
return (۶, ٣)

If the formula returned by the algorithm has a null clause then T is not
satisfiable. Otherwise, nothing can be concluded. However, in some cases, if a
propositional formula has no null clauses then the formula is satisfiable. Obvi-
ously, this occurs if all the removable literals are ^removable.

TMYUVYOYY ،2،. (PURL) Let F؛ be a propositional formula and p' the equivalent
formula ulthout clauses ulth p-removable literals, p Is In the PURL class If the
following property ؛5 verified: T is satisfiable if and only if i T'

The satisfiability of a formula in PURL can be determined in polynomial time
using the algorithm RemoveLiterals. Unfortunely, although RemoveLiterals is a
complete algorithm, it is not reliable. The reliability is not guaranteed for general
formulas, only for those in PURL class.

Tkorem لآ٠ If every removable literal In tire clauses of a propositional formula
Is p-removable then the formula Is In the PURL class.

2 PURL AND OTHER POLYNOMIAL CLASSES OF SATISFIA-
BILITY

In this section we will prove that PURL is a strict superset of the well-known
polynomial-time solvable classes. In particular, we prove that SLUR and LinAut
are proper subclasses of PURL. It remains to be demonstrated if PURL is the
polynomial superclass conjectured by Gu et al. [23].

We start by showing that 2-SAT is a subclass of PURL. It suffices to verify
that in every non-satisfiable CNF formula of 2-SAT there is a clause for which
all literals are p-removables. We gives the following lemma without proof due t0٠
the space limitation.
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Lemma ٠١ Let F be a TKiiptp ^-SAT formula for uhlchU F؛ , l Is a literal
of a clause of T , and (;', 7' ) ت: PropUnit (T u {[/]}. Hence: (a) e T or
F' ح F; (b) lu ease of F' c F , F Is sattsftable If and, oulp If F' IS satlsftable .

We now consider a non-satisfiable 2-SAT propositional formulas T and Tm c
T with the minimum of clauses, i.e., every subformula of Tm is satisfiable.

If all clauses of Tm have fewer than two literals, then is in كل,(كل,7 ' ) :=
PropUnit (Tm ) • Let ى be a clause in Tm with two literals, c = [u ,v ] . Thus,
7() ( ,لھاً C ) = { لھاً,لاً } and ( كل,7'):ت PropUnit {Tm \JU ( TO { U , C) )) , hence كلح Tm
and Tm is not satisfiable. By Lemma 1, if i كل then كل is not satisfiable
either, which contradicts the hypothesis of Tm being minimal. Hence, is in
كل and w is a literal ^removable. We now consider c' := C\M٠ By taking
( كل',7 ") := PropUnit { (Tm\C )٧{c'}) , therefore e 'كل and, as a consequence,
the literal واًجى ' is ^removable.

The RemoveLiterals algorithm now returns a formula with a null clause. It
is concluded that a 2-SAT propositional formula is satisfiable if and only if the
equivalent formula without p-removable literals does not have a null clause.

TVieorem 4٠ 2-SAT Is a subclass of the PURL class.

2.1 SLUR is a proper subclass of PURL

The SLUR [13, 14] polynomial class of satisfiability is peculiar because its def"
inition is based in a non-deterministic algorithm whereas another well-known
polynomial-time solvable classes are defined by characteristics or propierties of
clauses and literals of their formulas.

Lemma T . Let F be a propositional formula of the SLUR class of satlsfrabllltp.
IJ F Is not satisfiable then a unit clause ulth a p-remorable literal exists.

Proof. As T is an instance of SLUR, the algorithm does not returns give up.
Therefore the answer is a truth assignment satisfying T or the message not
satisfiable. Moreover, SLUR returns not satisfiable if , considering ( كل,7 ) :=
PropUnitKT ) , then جكل , i.e., for a unit clause c = [u] , PropUnit (Tu{[i¿]} =
PropUnit {T ) . Hence, لھاً is a ^removable literal.

The previous Lemma implies that, if T is in SLUR and not satisfiable, then
RemoveLiterals{T ) returns a formula with a null clause, i.e, , SLUR is a subclass
of PURL. In order to show that it is a strict subclass, it is enough to consider
the propositional formula {[1, 2, 4], [1, 2, 5] , [1, 3, 6] , [1, 3, 7]} wich is in the PURL
class, since it does not have ^removable literals and is satisfiable. By choosing
the sequence of variables 4, 5, 6 and 7, SLUR returns a message give up as the
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answer. Hence T cannot be an instance of SLUR class. This lead US to the
following result:

Tkoxem ؟>٠ SLUR is a proper subclass of PURL.

2.2 LinAut is a proper subclass de PURL

Let۶ be a propositional formula in LinAut class. Therefore there is a family of
pairwise disjoint subformulas of T ) {T¡ ) ٠ . - , Tk } ) for which fl u لآو u ٠٠٠ U /â; =
T. Each formula Ti is recursively defined as follows: A linear autarky exists
X 6 QU and an asociated partial assignment T i ) Ti := {C ع T : C { Tí ) = 1}, and
T ،.=

If T is not satisfiable, Tk is a non-satisfiable 2-SAT formula. We have already
seen that 2-SAT is a subclass of PURL, and hence RemoveLiterals(Tk ) returns
a formula with a null clause, as does RemoveLiterals{T ). As a consequence,
LinAut is a subclass of PURL.

Tkoxem .<؟ LinAut is a proper subclass of PURL.

It only remains to be proved that these two classes are different. To this end, it
is sufficient to

ااًذة
؛

اًء
the 3-SAT proiiositional!;;milla;= { 1, 2, 4 , 1, 2, 4 ,

5١6,87,8, 0],[6, 9,0],[6, 9, 0],[5, 6, 0],[5, 6, 0],[6, 7, 8],[6, 7, اا[8 ]

2 7 8
4, 5, 6
5, 6, 8
7, 8, 0

8, 9, 0 ,
.
8, 9, 0 }, and its equivalent without p-removable literals, T' = {[2] , [3]

5], [6] , [7 , [8] , [0]}. It easy to prove that T is in PURL, but not in LinAut.

3 CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes a new polynomial-time solvable class of satisfiability. This
new class is a proper superset of all previously known polynomial-time solvable
classes and can be used for resolving geometric problems. Further research will
be devoted to the application of the results of this work to several geometric
problems and to the study of hierarchies of polynomially solvable satisfiability
problems using the PURL class.
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